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As you reach these big holm oak trees,
walk further along the trail, keeping your
eyes open for some winter treasures. How
many can you find?

For adults and their children to enjoy between November and February

turkey oak
acorns

holly
berries

holm oak
acorns

Things to bring!

 an adult
 sensible, comfy shoes
 warm and waterproof

squirrel
nest

evergreen
leaf

clothes

 drink and snack
 pencil

ash keys
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If you stood at this spot one hundred
years ago, you would be looking at a
herd of sheep! At that time, people
were allowed to use the Downs to graze
their animals. If the people forgot to bring
their sheep in at night, the Downs Ranger would round them up and
keep them in this fenced area called a ‘pound’.
Imagine you have travelled back in time. What can you see? What can
you hear? What can you smell? How does it make you feel?

The Avon Gorge and Downs Wildlife Project is a partnership of Bristol City Council, Bristol Zoo Gardens, Natural England,
the Society of Merchant Venturers, The Downs Committee, University of Bristol,
Bristol Zoological Society, National Trust and Forestry England.
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The trail starts and ends near Bristol Zoo
Gardens, so as well as the sounds that you might
expect to hear on the Downs, you may also hear
some of the zoo animals! Sit quietly on the bench
by the stone tower and listen to the noises around
you for two minutes. Each time you hear a new
sound, write it down. Listen out for wild birds, the
lions, the seals and the gibbons!
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Make your way to the circle of five ash trees. Once you are there,
have a look around and see if you can spot these tree silhouettes.
Tick them off once you have found them.

Follow the track until you reach a yellow gravel path.
Follow this path down the hill until you see a narrow
track on your right. A little way along it you will find a
small monkey puzzle tree. Look on the ground and
see if you can find any of its spikey leaves. Use these
and other natural materials such as sticks, moss and
leaves to create a woodland animal. Why not send us
a photo!

ash tree
giant

tiny hawthorn

wise old
ash

Can you recreate their shapes by using your body?
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As you follow the trail through the trees you are likely to see, and hear
a number of different birds. Can you recreate their calls?
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Lichen are fungi that behave like plants because they have little green algal
cells inside them. They are found on the branches of trees marked
on the map. See if you can spot them.
On the ash tree

On the oak tree

Long-tailed tit
These tiny birds are often found in groups known as
flocks at this time of the year. Listen for their highpitched ‘see-see-see’ call.
Robin
You can often see these birds perched in the top of
trees singing at you! Their song has been described
as ‘twiddle-oo, twiddle-eedee, twiddle-oo twiddle’.
Magpie
The chattering call of this large bird is easy to hear.
Listen out for a harsh ‘chacker-chacker’.

Lecidella
elaeochroma
On the hawthorn
tree
Xanthoria parietina

Flavoparmelia
caperata

Wren
These small birds normally hide in the bushes. Their
fast ‘teck teck teck’ call sounds a bit like a machine
gun!
Can you hear any other calls? What do you think is making them?
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As you walk from the ventilation shaft through the
trees, the circle of ash trees stands towards the
right of the area of open grassland. If you stand
inside the circle with the ventilation shaft to your
left, the trees for the silhouettes will all be in front
of you.

A guide for grown-ups
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These trees form part of the Downs Lichen Trail, which is
available from the café near the Water Tower. Look out
for the discs in the trees. You will have to get up close to
the branches to spot the lichen. Please make sure that
your child looks but does not touch as lichen are very
delicate.

Once you embark upon this trail you could be out and about for over
an hour. The trail begins near the zoo and the nearest toilets are
situated near the Water Tower, at the top of Blackboy Hill. There are
no toilets on this trail.
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Help your child to find sticks, leaves and berries – but
don’t pick these bright pink spindle berries growing
nearby as they are deadly poisonous!

This section is designed as a guide to enable you and your
child or children to get the most out of the trail. We highly
recommend reading this section through before you start the
trail so you can stay one step ahead of your little ones!

We’d love to see what you’ve created - why not send us a photo for
facebook? mleivers@bristolzoo.org.uk
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Bird calls are difficult to describe so you can check the sounds on
www.rspb.org.uk and search for each bird by name. Each page will tell
you a little about the bird and you can listen to an example of its call.
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The path splits into two when you get to a group of evergreen trees. You
need to take the right-hand track, closest to the road.
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The compound in front of you is known as the Ranger’s Pound. The
Downs team, who are responsible for looking after the Downs, are based
here.
We hope you enjoyed the trail. Why not try our other seasonal trails?

The big stone tower is actually a ventilation shaft for the railway that
runs below the Downs. The line goes from Clifton Down to Severn
Beach and work was begun on it in 1871. It was initially used for
freight trains and was opened to passenger trains in 1885. Trains
still run through the tunnel.
Two minutes can feel like a long time – keep going for as long as
your child is interested! Encourage them to talk about each sound
that they hear.
What does a lion sound like? Apart from a roar, the lion also
makes a chugging sound. It sounds a bit like a steam train! The
seals make a strange noise that is rather hard to describe – it’s half
way between a burp and a scream! The gibbons make a song-like
whooping sound.

